Memories Demise: Time of Awakening

Chapter 0: Beta Script

*Black Screen Shows*

Cerberus's Voice Narrates 

My name is Cerberus. I live in a world called Kalka, a world plagued by infernal creatures called fiends. Fiends are creatures not of this world. That is to say they weren’t here until after civilization first formed. No one knows where these fiends came from or, for that matter, why they are here. All we know is that for a long time, especially in the past few years, these fiends have been attacking our kind, relentlessly. Even as I speak, more and more lives are being lost to the genocide to this day.

To slow down the Fiend attacks, the President of some over sized science company that I can't pronounce, started an anti-fiend operation known throughout the world as "The King's Knights" Operation. It’s named after the legend of the first King and his Knights who first up took arms against the fiends. The King's Knights are a group of soldiers willing to put their life on the line to protect each and every individual town. Every member is required to own their own unique kind of weapon. (Guns, Swords, bows, Crossbows, scythes, Occasional Cannon, oversized-thing-a-mabob, you get the idea)

If you haven't guessed by now, I am a member of the King's Knights. 

See me and my buddies get deployed at places across the world whenever these bastards pop up for an attack. Most of the time they attack on a certain schedule that revolves around the moon, the worst being on the night of the full moon, when their  power is at its strongest. On that night they attack as many cities as they can before the night ends. To gain enough power for this kind of blitz, they draw from the force of the full moon at a place not accessible to Humans known as the altar of Angora. This altar provides the Archfiends the power they need to become Demons. That is right. The Demons are nothing more than High class Fiends. Most of the time we are able to push them back. 

However.... there is a condition to this power. As the night fades so does the force maintaining the link to the altar of Angora fades. If an Archfiend fails to make it back to the altar by sunrise their demonic powers disappear and with it their life force. But some don’t make it back, and for those there is a different way to survive. That way is to transfer their power to a creature more attuned to the sun light. These include plants animals and even humans. Several of our men have been banished for having demonic powers out of the fear that they might go berserk, which they often do. Should a human kill a Full powered Demon however, that human may be granted a single wish. Or so the legends say. On the down side, none of the demons we have faced have been full powered. Only the High Archfiend may become a full powered Demon, but no one has seen it in centuries. Some wonder if it even exists. 

I joined the King's Knight's Operation to protect my friends and my home. My stubborn ass of a friend Ifrit from back home decided to tag along. He sometimes acts like my mother but he has saved my ass a few times I’ll admit. We both left our friend Terra behind to take care of our home town of Backer. It might get a little rough around town with us gone but I know she can handle it.

I’ve seen a lot of things in my travels. Places, people, new stuff, old stuff, awesome stuff, boring crap.

Things I’d like to forget about too.

 Many times over I’ve had to distance myself from the rest of the world, in trials that I alone needed to accomplish.

But no longer will I allow anymore people I care about to become just a distant memory....... 
 

*Fade in Memories Demise Logo*

Play opening Music Video. 

End Intro.

